Multiobjective Rule-Based Cooperative Continuous Ant Colony Optimized Fuzzy Systems With a Robot Control Application.
This paper proposes a new rule-based cooperative framework for multiobjective evolutionary fuzzy systems (FSs). Based on the framework, a multiobjective rule-based cooperative continuous ant-colony optimization (MO-RCCACO) algorithm is proposed to optimize all of the free parameters in FSs. Instead of optimization using a single colony of FSs (solutions), the MO-RCCACO consists of r subcolonies of size N cooperatively optimizing an FS that consists of r rules, with a subcolony optimizing only a single fuzzy rule. In addition, an auxiliary colony is created to store all of the fuzzy rules in the best-so-far N FSs to enhance the optimization ability of MO-RCCACO. The performance ranking of different fuzzy rules in the same subcolony is performed based on the multiobjective function values of their participating FSs by using Pareto nondominated sorting and the crowding distance. The MO-RCCACO is applied to find the Pareto-optimal fuzzy controllers (FCs) of a mobile robot for wall following with multiple control objectives. The optimization ability of the MO-RCCACO is verified through comparisons with various multiobjective population-based optimization algorithms in the robot wall-following control problem. Experimental results verify the effectiveness of the MO-RCCACO-based FCs for the boundary following control of a real robot.